Picture Books

Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People’s Ears by Verna Aardema J PB AAR
The Very Quiet Cricket by Eric Carle J PB CAR
Horsefly and Honeybee by Randy Cecil J PB CEC
Big Bug by Henry Cole J PB COL
Diary of a Fly by Doreen Cronin J PB CRO
Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad by David Soman J PB DAV
Superworm by Julia Donaldson J PB DON
Manuelo the Playing Mantis by Don Freeman J PB FRE
Du Iz Tak? by Carson Ellis J PB ELL
In the Garden: Who’s Been Here by Lindsay George J PB GEO
Little Miss Spider by David Kirk J PB KIR
Just Itzy by Lana Krumwiede J PB KRU
Bow-Wow Bugs a Bug by Mark Newgarden J PB NEW
Fancy Nancy: Explorer Extraordinaire by Jane O’Connor J PB OCO
The Very Ugly Bug by Liz Pichon J PB PIC
The Bugliest Bug by Carol Shields J PB SHI
Katy Did It by Lorianne Siomades J PB SIO
I Love Bugs by Philemon Sturges J PB STU
Ten Flashing Fireflies by Philemon Sturges J PB STU
Over in the Garden by Jennifer Ward J PB WAR

Paperback Picture Books

How to Hide a Butterfly & Other Insects by Ruth Heller J PB PAP HEL
A Bug’s Life. The Big Rescue by Eric Suben J PB PAP DIS
A Frog in the Bog by Karma Wilson J PB PAP WIL
Nicholas Cricket by Joyce Maxner J PB PAP MAX

Juvenile Easy

Fly Guy by Tedd Arnold JE ARN
I Like Bugs by Margaret Wise Brown JE BRO
Diary of a Spider by Doreen Cronin JE CRO
The Great Bug Hunt by Bonnie Dobkin JE DOB
Diego’s Buzzing Bee Adventure by Alison Inches JE DOR
Breakout at the Bug Lab by Ruth Horowitz JE HOR
Bugs by Pat McKissack JE MCK
Curious George. A Home for Honeybees by Julie Tibbott JE REY
Juvenile Fiction

Super Fly by Todd Doodler J F DOO
Andrew Lost: In the Kitchen by J.C. Greenburg J F GRE
Buggy Breakout by Carolyn Keene J F KEE (610L)
Horrible Harry and the Battle of the Bugs by Suzy Kline J F KLI
Insect Invaders by Anne Capeci J F MAG (610L)
Maybelle in the Soup by Katie Speck J F SPE

Juvenile Non Fiction

Bugs and Insect Nonfiction Books can be found at
J 595 (Row 17)

Under One Rock: Bugs, Slugs, and Other Ughs
by Anthony Fredericks J 591.75 FRE
Bugs Before Time by Cathy Camper J 556.7 CAM
Bugs! by David Greenberg J 811 GRE
The Story Goes On by Aileen Lucia Fisher J 811.52 FIS
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